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5 years of Building Energy Democracy in Highland Park, Michigan and Beyond

LETTER FROM THE

EXECUT I V E
When I came to Highland Park in the summer of 2012, I did not bring much hope. After two years
of studying environmental and global justice issues and supporting communities being destroyed
by the extraction of gas and coal, it seemed that what we are up against - as a species and a global
community - was insurmountable. And to be frank, things still don’t look great. As I write this in
2018, racial and economic violence and inequity are mounting, the climate grows increasingly
unstable, and so many of those who hold the most power double down on the idea that more
extraction, more growth, more individualism will save us. It’s bad, and I’m still scared about how
much worse it could get. And yet: I am more hopeful today than I have ever been.
Highland Park is a place of great complexity. It is home to the first mile of paved road, the first
depressed urban freeway, the first automated assembly line, rightfully known for technological
innovation. It was also home to the Black Legion, an underground offshoot of the KKK that
infiltrated governments and police forces throughout southeast Michigan. Henry Ford himself was
an avid opponent of interracial marriage and an open anti-semite. There is a history of resistance
- of struggles for the right to water, desegregation and fair working conditions and compensation.
But the City’s slogan - “Return To Excellence” - evokes the memory of the hard-fought decades
when Highland Park was a hub of black affluence, a community where education, entertainment,
and opportunity were truly available to all. Highland Park is a microcosm of the country: a place
where racism and corporate control continue to tangle with those who, against the odds and at
great risk, have endeavored to move us forward towards something better.
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I T U P O N O U R S E LV E S TO B E N D I T.”

Soulardarity formed in response to one of the many indignities visited on Highland
Park by decades of racial and economic injustice, fed by an economy that puts the right
to profit, consume, and hoard over the rights to water, food, and energy. I have been
honored to find a place here, to build community with people who were facing these
conditions long before I arrived or Soulardarity came to be. Working together, we have
made real impacts in people’s lives and built an organization which I believe will not only
bring light back to Highland Park’s streets, but power to its people - in every sense.
What Highland Park faces - and what the world faces - is not fair. But as they say in the
struggle for the right to water in Detroit - it’s not your fault, but it is your fight. The arc
of history only bends towards justice because we take it upon ourselves to bend it.
I hope that this summary of our contributions to that bigger work gives you hope, and
that your hope becomes active and engaged. A better world is possible, and we need
everyone to build it. I am grateful to be part of this organization, with these people, at
this moment in history, and I believe - odds be damned - that we will win.
Sincerely,
JAC K S O N KO E P P E L
Co-Founder & Executive Director
January 1, 2018
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“Working together,
we have...built an
organization which
I believe will not
only bring light back
to Highland Park’s
streets, but bring
power to its people
- in every sense.”
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H I G H L A N D PA R K
SOLAR STREETLIGHTS

When DTE Energy repossessed its streetlights, Highland Park came together. In 2011, DTE repossessed
1400 of Highland Park’s streetlights to satisfy a $4 million debt owed to the investors-owned monopoly
electric corporation. The City had a $90,000 per month bill to DTE, according to then Mayor Hubert
Yopp, which it was unable to pay. A ragtag band working out of the basement of the old St. Benedict’s
church on Candler St started a campaign that raised $6,540 to install Highland Park’s first solarpowered streetlight. It went in at 150 Victor St, to the backdrop of the decrepit Model T plant.
From there, the mission grew. We realized that this wasn’t just about a City being unable to pay its bills
- this was about the people in the community. Highland Park residents didn’t know the repossession
was even happening until DTE was on their block with a flatbed truck, dismantling their infrastructure.
And it turns out that this isn’t uncommon. Whether it’s streetlights, highways, or powerlines, most
decisions about infrastructure never reach the ears of those who would be impacted until it’s too late.
That’s why our mission expanded - we didn’t just want solar-powered streetlights, we wanted them to
be planned and owned by the community.

$75,000 raised
for solar streetlights

7 solar
streetlights installed
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4 successful
crowdfunding campaigns

“As a child you think that’s forever, to have a streetlight. We
all played under the streetlights. The streetlight has a lot of
stories, you know? You build stories around the streetlight.”
LUCY FRYE, “NANDI”
Owner of Nandi’s Knowledge Cafe in Highland Park

Our second streetlight was installed in 2014 at what is now known as Avalon Village, a youth and
sustainable development project led by Shamayim (Mama Shu) Harris. That light connected our work
on lighting to a bigger vision of sustainable development. As we see it, solar lighting is a foundation
to build upon. It lights the way for visionary community-led development that uses clean energy as
a platform for equity, community organizing, and smart sustainable infrastructure decisions. We’ve
installed another 4 solar lights on Highland Park’s blocks, owned by Soulardarity and maintained by
membership dues, and raised funds for another smart solar streetlight, including an edge-lit LED street
sign and wifi, to be installed at Parker Village in April of 2018.
Our mission now is to bring solar lighting to the entirety of Highland Park through the Let There Be
Light proposal. From 2015 to 2016 we conducted an extensive feasibility study with The Cooperation
Group to assess the viability of citywide solar lighting. We surveyed 635 Highland Park residents
on lighting and energy needs and researched models to maintain lighting infrastructure. Through a
partnership with the Southeast Michigan Regional Energy Office, we developed a proposal to finance
and install 1000 solar-powered streetlights to fully relight Highland Park and save $3 million more than
the most efficient DTE lighting options. In addition to being more affordable, the solar lighting option
proved to be better in terms of reliability, health, safety, inclusivity and community control. These
city-owned streetlights will be able to integrate wifi that provides affordable internet service, improved
emergency response, civic engagement tools, and other services.
Our proposal first went before the City administration and council in 2016. Since then we have
continued to fundraise, advocate, and build relationships. We believe that the barriers to the proposal’s
success will be overcome with the creativity, ingenuity, and leadership of the Highland Park community.
Beyond that, we know that this will only be the beginning of a movement for smart, sustainable,
equitable infrastructure decisions that will once again set Highland Park as a global standard of
innovation once again.

Read the Let There Be Light Proposal:

www.ourpowerandlight.com
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POWERUP
PROGRAM

While moving entire cities and communities to clean energy is important,
Soulardarity also places a high value on helping individuals, community
organizations, and small businesses choose the path of sustainability and
build financial and climate resilience. We started the PowerUP program
to facilitate bulk purchasing of solar throughout the Detroit area to make
choosing solar easy and build the collective power of our communities to
invest in and advocate for a community-owned energy future. This program
was formed in partnership with Ryter Cooperative Industries, a local
business leading the way to the economic resilience and energy sovereignty
of Detroit communities.

“We bought a small light for our driveway. It
included installation and even scared off a person
who was rifling through our car one night.”
BRIAN DONOVAN
Soulardarity Member
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SINC E L AU N C H I N G T H E
P ROG R AM I N 2 0 1 6 , W E H AVE…
Installed over 100 solar lights
Organized the purchase of over $15,000 worth of solar products
Trained 10 installers
Provided lighting to three community-led developments

B E TWE E N 2 0 1 6 & 2 0 1 7 , W E…
Doubled the financial size of the program
Went from offering a single lighting product to six
lighting products, a phone charger, and a generator

M OV I N G FO RWA R D,
WE AR E LO O K I N G TO…
Train purchase order leaders in neighborhoods throughout Detroit
Grow this program into a community energy cooperative, incubated
by Soulardarity and Ryter Cooperative Industries
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E D U C AT I O N
Soulardarity believes firmly in the idea which has become an adage
in community activism: what you do for us, without us, is not for
us. For solutions to stand the test of time, they must arise from
and be driven by the communities facing down the problems. Our
education work is rooted in the values of Popular Education, which
say that the purpose of education is not to deposit knowledge, but
to pose problems and actively pursue their solution.
Whether running a stand alone event, a series with our partners,
or a membership meeting, Soulardarity views our work as a
continuing and emerging educational initiative with the goal
of building power through better analysis and stronger bonds
between our members and the broader community. All of our
educational programming has been free, and we offer childcare
whenever possible. Some examples of this work include:

“And then the benefit to the earth by using this sort
of a light, as opposed to what we’ve been using,” she
says. “It’s like a win-win-win-win situation.”
CINDY MONDY
Highland Park Member
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I NTRO TO CO M M UN I TY S O L A R
After the announcement O’Shea Project, a DTE-owned solar initiative which
commandeered public land in Detroit, local residents asked Soulardarity to lead
a session for a local block club on the difference between utility and community
ownership of solar.

HOM E W E ATH E RI ZATI O N PA RTI ES
Primarily in Highland Park, these sessions have focused on giving residents the
tools to utilize affordable and immediate measures to reduce household energy
waste, save money, and increase comfort.

POW E RF UL CO N V E RSATI O N S
Soulardarity collaborated with Michigan Student Power Network to hold a tour
of three college campuses throughout Michigan, educating student activists
on the history, politics, and economics of the energy system and how to get

Number of People Educated

65

involved in changing it.

A DVA N CE D E N E RGY E DUCATI ON
Soulardarity collaborated with EcoWorks to hold a community-based version
of Powerful Conversations at sites throughout Detroit, building the analysis
skills of residents to engage in solving community-level problems.

M A K I N G I T O URS
EMEAC and Soulardarity teamed up, with support from Universidad Sin
Fronteras and Climate Justice Alliance, to host a month-long popular
education course on energy democracy for a local cross-section of
community activists and allies.

S O L A R FO R TH E P EO P L E
Solar For The People: In partnership with the Great Lakes Renewable
Energy Association, NAACP - Michigan Chapter, US Green Building
Council, and Detroiters Working for Environmental Justice, we held
a day long gathering in Highland Park focused on clean energy, local
ownership, and how to engage in systemic solutions.

Number of Events Held
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ADVOCACY &

MOVEMENT BUILDING
For any community to achieve a just energy future, there must
be changes in the frameworks and paradigms that govern our
energy system. When we think about achieving our mission of
energy democracy in Highland Park, we know that it will take
our neighboring communities and allies across the country
pushing together for the solutions we need. Soulardarity’s work is
inherently trans-local, and our success relies upon the success of
many communities rising together.
We participate in coalitions, networks, and associations at many
levels that cut across issues and geography and work to build
alignment across difference.
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S I N C E 2 0 1 6 , W E H AV E A L S O S U B M I T T E D C O M M E N T S TO
THE MICHIGAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION HIGHLIGHTING
R A C I A L A N D E C O N O M I C J U S T I C E , C O M M U N I T Y O W N E R S H I P,
A N D I N C LU S I V E D EC I S I O N M A K I N G R EGA R D I N G M I C H I GA N ’ S
ENERGY FUTURE:

1
2
3

FAI R RATE S FO R CL E A N E N E RGY:
Collaborated with East Michigan Environmental Action Council and Great Lakes
Environmental Law Clinic to publish a support comment to the Michigan Public
Service Commission identifying the unfair and regressive rate increase for
utility-generated clean energy which DTE proposed.

I NCLUSI ON I N E N E RGY P L A N N I N G :
Submitted comments to Michigan Public Service Commission recommending
inclusive practices for community engagement for DTE developing its integrated
resource plan. 8 sustainability, environmental justice, and community organizations
signed on to our letter.

CLE AN E NERGY ACCE S S:
With the support of the University of Chicago Abrams Legal Clinic, engaged
throughout the MPSC’s Distributed Generation proceedings to highlight the need
for fair net metering rates, community solar, and inclusive program design to make
the benefits of clean energy accessible to low-income communities and communities
of color, which also bear the highest health and economic costs in the fossil fuel
economy.

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

/Users/jocelynweidman/Desktop/Freelance/SOULARDARITY/ASSETS/Photography/FPO-souladarity/
soul-events

Passing On Gas: Convened a gathering in Detroit to get communities organized
to advance energy democracy and stop the rush to gas. 30 participants came

all over the country to participate. This gathering led to a higher level of
MAJO R ACCO M P LI SH Mfrom
E NTS:
PAS S I NG O N GAS
cohesion around long-term power building in Michigan. Since that time,
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nizations which attended have collaborated on statewide policy and strategy as well as tactical discus-
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“That light,
it really
shines bright
on my street.
I love that
solar light.”
LUCY FRYE, “NANDI”
Highland Park Member & Owner of Nandi’s Knowledge Cafe in Highland Park
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COMMUNITY
PARTNERSHIPS
Soulardarity is regularly stepping up to support other communities and
neighborhoods getting in control of their energy futures.
Fitzgerald Alleyway Revitalization: In 2017 we partnered with Fitzgerald
neighbors, College Core Block Club & Detroit Collaborative Design
Center to conduct assessments, perform community outreach and
education, and install solar lighting in alleyways. This project was
a community needs focused initiative in partnership with Ryter
Cooperative Industries as well as a Soulardarity member leadership
opportunity. It was part of on overall effort of the neighborhood to
revitalize their alleyways and take control of their community’s future.

HERE ARE SOME HIGHLIGHTS:

Developed local ownership solution for the 		
lights through the College Core Block Club
Installed two test lights in one of the alleyways
Conducted community outreach and education
on solar lighting and energy democracy in 		
partnership with neighborhood leaders
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2015

53 MEMBERS

2016

130 MEMBERS

2017

145 MEMBERS

G O I N G F O R WA R D
New opportunities for member leadership
Increased participation in major decisions
Expanding member fundraising efforts and
intentionally seek a greater percentage of
budget from membership
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MEMBERSHIP
All of Soulardarity’s work rests on a foundation of deep
democracy. If we believe that those impacted by energy
decisions must have a say in making them, then we must model
deep and inclusive democratic practice in the organization itself.
Since forming our first advisory council of Highland Parkers in
2013, we have continued to deepen and broaden the base of
leaders driving the organization and improve the structures,
practices, and culture to strengthen member leadership.
When Soulardarity became an independent membership nonprofit in 2015, we recruited our first members to sustain the
four streetlights installed on Highland Park blocks. Since then,
memberships have continued to grow in numbers and financial
size. We’ve held two democratic board elections and made
major decisions about structure, dues, and priorities based on
member participation.
This formal member participation is only a small part of what
membership means. A huge part of the creativity, labor, and
leadership that drives the organization forward comes from
our membership base. During our 2017 annual meeting, we
approved a new Action Groups structure empowering members
to take leadership and build a system to escalate creative
ideas through feasibility and assessment into actualization as
programs and projects.
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THE
BOARD
Soulardarity would not be where we are today without the
leadership of our board.
The board of directors governs Soulardarity, advises and
holds accountable staff, and represents the members
to ensure that the organization is advancing its mission
in compliance with the law and the priorities of the
membership. This is primarily achieved through the
creation, interpretation, and monitoring of policies at
monthly meetings. Our 9-member Board is democratically
elected by the members. Board members serve 3 year
terms, with a rotating election cycle so that three new
members are elected each year. 5 of the 9 board members
must be from the Highland Park membership.
Prior to becoming a registered non-profit, Soulardarity
was guided by an advisory board of Highland Parkers who
helped to grow and develop the organization.

“Soulardarity’s members are doing the crucial work of building
community-owned power and energy democracy in Highland
Park from the ground up. All of the board members are
passionate, intelligent, and constructive individuals. Working
with them together on this transformative work is a great
joy and honor. Serving on the board is a great opportunity to
support Soulardarity’s work and gain experience with strategic
governance.”
PAUL CHANDER
Board Member, 2017
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Thank you to our original Advisory Board Members!
Charlene Johnson
Shamayim “Shu” Harris
Lucy “Nandi” Frye
Brother Paul Moore
Sheila Hines
Gerrajh Surles
Margaret Lewis

Thank you to the Board Members who have
served over the last three years!
Margaret Lewis
Carlos Windom
Diane Crawford
Juan Shannon
Pastor Ricardo Smith
Aiko Fukuchi

“Soulardarity’s
members are
doing the
crucial work
of building
communityowned power
and energy
democracy
in Highland
Park from the
ground up.”

And to our 2018-2019 board!
Christine Cowan
Bridget Townsend
Sharmaine Robinson
Cheryl Sanford
Jeremy Orr
Reginald Flowers
Frankie Davis
Rick Bunch
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Thank you to the funders who support our work.
REAMP Network
New Economy Coalition
The Solutions Project
Sparkplug Foundation
Climate Justice Alliance
Powershift Network
Community Foundation of Southeast Michigan
New Economy Initiative
Vehicle of Change
Earth Island Institute
Patrice K Aaron Foundation
The Koeppel Family
SustainUs
The Metabolic Studio
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soulardarity.com

